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1.

Introduction
Advanced accelerator association promoting science and technology (AAA) was
established in 2008 with 76 members from the academia and the industry [1]. Our vision is to
realize the affluent future with the advanced accelerator science and technology. As known well,
the accelerator technology has been created new products helping our society and our life such
as medical diagnostics, cancer therapy machine and inspection equipment for industry. We are
promoting science and technology related to advanced accelerators including the International
Linear Collider or the ILC project in collaboration with Government, Academia and Industry.
AAA activities

2.1

4 Groups of AAA

AAA has four groups of the technology study group, the outreach group, the CIVIL group
and the large project study group. At the technology study group seek directionality of advanced
accelerator technology toward the realization of the ILC. And they investigate “manufacturing
technologies” from a variety of industrial field to create innovative scientific technologies. The
outreach group inform the general public about possibilities and significance of advanced
accelerator and the ILC, through a variety events such as symposium and media exposure. The
CIVIL group contribute to hosting the ILC smoothly in Japan with studying civil issue. Finally,
the large project study is to research how to reach a consensus to realize the ILC in Japan, and to
study proper organization for promoting the ILC in collaboration with law makers and
government officials.
2.2

Example of our activities

We have some seminars in order to educate members. We share the information of ILC
status, application of accelerators and so on. And working group activity is very practical for
promoting ILC. Green ILC group has studied the energy-saving technology for the ILC. They
publish the summery of their study timely. And AAA members visit some laboratories to
understand the important things in order to realize large facility.
We have conducted symposiums all over Japan and could obtain over 7000 participants as
indicated in figure 1. We have over 800 people at once in Tohoku. This shows that people
expect to host the ILC in Tohoku. Themes of our symposium are the universe, the medical
accelerators and the international cooperation on science. We have good relationship with
lecturers as key persons from the other area than the accelerator through the symposium.
Figure 2 shows the event for our first trial of producing campaign goods in collaboration
with SANRIO Co, Ltd. Hello Kitty is very famous character all over the world. This event was
the unveiling party of “Science x Hello Kitty”. We tried to gather some influencers who have no
relationship with the ILC. The guests understood the significance of ILC and were interested in
this project. They spread this event through SNS.
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Figure 2 IL
LC event andd character in
n collaboratio
on with SAN
NRIO
3.

Accelera
ator science
e and industtry in Japan
n

3.1

Accelerator industy in Japan

ure 3 the acccelerator pyraamid. The hiigh-end acceelerator like L
LHC createss some
We call figu
new ttechnology and
a spread it to our socieety. At the saame time, a variety
v
of tecchnologies su
upport
the L
LHC. A Japaanese company entered tthe accelerattor business about fifty yyears ago. At
A that
time tthe technoloogy developeed aircraft waas applied in
n the manufaccturing of thhe acceleratorr. And
XFEL
L project in both Japan and Europe have applied the techno
ology develooped for the linear
collidder. The impoortant point is that the acccelerator pro
ojects can bee drive force for the circu
ulation
of higgh technologgy. Many com
mpanies in Jaapan are play
ying importaant roles in vvarious fieldss from
the laatest acceleraator for the particle
p
physsics to the ap
pplication prroducts. Highh end acceleerators
push up the top of
o this pyram
mid and contrribute to wid
den the scien
nce and the ttechnology related
r
with tthe advancedd acceleratorrs.
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Figure 1 AAA
A
symposiiums at all ov
ver Japan and other counntries
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3.2

nced accelerrator projeccts in the wo
orld
Japanesee companies contribute to the advan

Japanese companies are playing impportant roles in the world. Figure 4 iss a company list of
Japann which conttributed to Laarge Hadronn Collider (LH
HC) construction. We Jaapanese comp
panies
can pprovide theirr products with
w high reliiability. You
u can see som
me of these companies in the
exhibbition in this building. Figure 5 show
ws Japanese companies
c
co
ontributing to European XFEL
and oother projectss. The Japan
nese companiies have deliivered high purity
p
niobiuum, klystronss, feed
throuugh of high-ffrequency po
ower and so on. which co
ontribute to get the highh performancce of a
superrconducting accelerator. In
I addition, the Japanesee companies are playing important ro
oles in
oversseas various accelerator
a
projects.
p

Figuree 4 Japanese companies contributing
c
to
t LHC
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Figuree 3 Acceleraator Pyramid
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4.

Toward the
t realization of the IL
LC
The construuction cost of
o the ILC iss estimated about
a
1 trillion yen. Thiis investmen
nt will
n be able to accept by
b the
spendd for the baasic science fundamentaally, but thiss idea may not
ordinnary tax payeer. We are co
onsidering thaat the ILC iss not only forr the basic sccience but allso for
the innnovation whhich will be useful for aall the people. This point of view is very importtant to
obtainn more undeerstanding frrom general people. We studied tech
hnology spilllover effect of the
ILC sshown as figgure 6 to in
nform generaal people ab
bout the impact of our liife as correcctly as
possibble. The keyy technology
y from the IL
LC shows heere in the red
d boxes. Andd yellow box
xes are
produuced by tecchnical deriv
vation, and blue is pro
oducts using
g them. Forr example, when
superrconducting accelerator technology ripens, thee neutron so
ource of lar
arge intensity
y and
synchhrotron orbital radiation
n equipmentt are miniatturized and used widelly, and it can be
expeccted that the exotic materrial developm
ment which is
i the use plaace, and deveelopment of a new
mediccine will bee promoted. Moreover, w
when the reliability of a supercondu
ducting accellerator
devellops, I think that the way to nuclear trransmutation
n technology is also openned.

Figure 6 Study of teechnology sp
pillover effecct of ILC
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Figuree5 Japanese companies
c
ccontributing to
t Euro-XEL
L and other pprojects
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Conclusion
Takashi Nishioka, chair of the AAA insisted as follows at the symposium in 2012. “Two
view points are significant regarding ILC. One is the cutting-edge manufacturing and the other
is to make the model case to improve Japanese industry. In this several decades, the mass
production has been our strong advantage, but in the future we need to create new fields. New
Intellect should become a core competence of Japan.” I believe that development of regional
economy, accumulation of the excellent talented people from overseas, improvement in
technology, development of a new market, and creation of an innovation are expectable by
hosting the ILC in Japan. We want to realize the ILC in Japan in order to continue to contribute
to the world by science and technology.

